
ONE Answer to ALL the Questions  

 

Before we start pointing uneducated fingers At who’s at fault for ‘whatever’ Rethink your 

ideas That it’s the whites Or the blacks Or the Mexicans Or the terrorist Or the Whoever! 

All the proof You’d ever need Can be found in The document Post Requisite Reading  

 

My K key doesn’t always work on my computer So if you see the word LIE where the 

word LIKE should be Please excuse me and I apologize for my jumbled writing style 

 

HA 12-9-12 They just said on the news That SOON The FEMA trailers will be hitting New 

Jersey To give the people some relief housing Are you kidding me OMG FEMA is horrible 

It’s because they ARE NOT Going to be used in disaster relief later Their job is to imprison 

 

Hi. There have been a lot of chemtrails around Phx lately And Of Course ‘I KNOW’ There 

is NOOOOOO proof of it anymore In government papers There is a new division of 

government secrecy out there I’m so out of the loop now To even learn it’s name Not many 

people will ever know it BUT anyway Let me explain my thought on it Like I’m justifying 

it In my head when I send out the pilots in their jets To make their ‘THIS’ coverage Here is 

my rant: “So yea, I knew we just flew in crossing patterns over south east Mesa the other 

day, but let’s go ahead and practice flying in crossing patterns over Surprise today, And 

while we’re ‘supposedly training’, and we’re not supposed to be making contrails in our 

training, let’s go ahead and make sure that we fly at these exact altitudes, that it will cause 

these crossing patterns from our contrails, That we should be practicing to NOT make, 

because we ARE training for war, I guess, and we don’t want the enemy to now were we 

are, BUT it’s ok for now, to show contrails all over the sky, BUT NOT the whole sky, just 

the one exact area, that we’re supposed to be training in, on these certain days we ‘were we 

are training’, over different regions of a sprawling city, Tomorrow we’re going to make 

crossing CONTRAILS over north Scottsdale, BUT DO NOT make them in down town 

Phoenix, because we are making crossing patterns over that city on Wednesday, And when 

you’re making your ‘RUNS’, make sure you turn off your contrails when your turning 

around to make another pass, so that it can start up right when you hit your designated 

contrail line, And if you miss a ‘crossing line’, I’ll go ahead and let you know where you 

should fly thru next, to make sure that the contrails cover the entire area, where we are 

training over. And we love turning on our contrails! But remember, we are supposed to be 

training to not make contrails, So you may get some questions about it. So if anyone says 

anything, Go ahead and tell them that it’s only a conspiracy, because you don’t really know 

if anything was put inside your jets right? lol So make sure look at them like they’re stupid 

anyway! Now let’s go Do what we’re told And fly crossing patterns across the city!!  

 

A lot of people hate The imperialist swine of America But that’s just our countries 

appearance Inside of a scapegoat mentality You should be able to tell by now that We have 

been driven by the same sources Who drove everyone else’s Economies Societies Wars 

America were fortunate though We took advantage of a great opportunity And ‘All our 

freedoms’ Were the opportunity that We mostly learned from It’s ALL we should fight for 

now Is to keep being free From the master Who have made us look evil Instead of GREAT 

 



The Constitution was Planned to work In only ONE WAY! And The Masters knew that 

And they would be the only ones To NOT Use it in that way! Everyone else In our country 

Would cherish it And 9 times outta 10 They followed it Because they believed in what It 

was supposed to mean By Keeping To The Constitution THE Constitution Only works If 

it’s used By those who were Honestly giving it a chance (It wasn’t “the whites” Who were 

murdering Indians Africans Mexicans Etc And forcing them under their thumbs, It was The 

Masters that commanded this) The influence of Haym Salomon Gave this country Back to 

the elites Whom we had Just beaten during Our Revolution from them AND Now we have 

a worthless document That Only Believers In Freedom Are Bound By AND Since that war 

The Lawyer-ed-up-ed Elites Have made us obey it While they Used it to take us over again 

 

Real revisionist history Happens right when it happens Osama has been dead for years But 

in a few weeks Everyone will go out And watch zero dark thirty And from now on That’s 

the real story Because everyone wants to believe American military And their government 

And that’s what they are counting on They are going to use The “So You don’t like your 

servicemen then? So you think A true Americans is lying to you, You’re racist against 

Your servicemen Who’re putting their lives on the line For you everyday To protect your 

freedoms You don’t appreciate them You’re un-American!!” EXCUSE I believe that They 

believe That they got Osama too BUT They only got his patsy look-alike stand-in FACT 

The same Is going to happen when Lincoln comes out When you do finally know The truth 

about What really happen Pertaining to the civil war Then you will know the truth of The 

Lincoln story The civil war was never about slavery And they’ll use it to sell a justified war! 

Yes slavery is bad YES The Masters are wanting to enslave us ALL again SO What now!!! 

The biggest issue is Now Obama Is the pied piper That’s helping lead us To debtors slavery! 

And remember I’m NOT For the other side either I just woke up to “Truth of their actions” 

That NO ONE In the news Is talking about That NO ONE In the news Can talk about That 

EVERYONE In the news ignores His real actions Should be louder then his words RIGHT? 

And calling me racist Wont work Save that To sell something else I’m proven Non Racist!!! 

 

SO WHAT NOW!?.. 
 

 

THE REST OF THIS IS CUT AND PASTED AND IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER 

 

Americana’s first lie Happened in the planning stages of the constitution After we were so 

close to winning We were bought off right before victory When the secret societies planned 

On what to do With their “always known about region of the world” That we call America 

It was labeled as a republic Even though it has and will always have ‘a hereditary head’ 

THEIR BIGGEST HEAD The deadly murderous secret societies Of the lying Golden EYE 

 

Everything is against us The police need convictions The jails need prisoners The abortion 

clinics need dead babies ALL To get funding To pay the Employees and the Cost to keep it 

running strong Each of these Is allowing themselves To be controlled By the evil of money 



 

AND You have to know by now That something is up When The vaccines They are giving 

you (making us take) Are making us weaker (our immune systems too) And sometimes 

killing us too BUT When you try to state your case They chime in with a smirk “So your 

one of those bible thumping whatever’s Who would rather kill your kids Instead blah blah” 

What these idiots don’t realize IS The vaccines gmo’s aspartame fluoride Among others 

ARE What Is Killing Us OR Causing All the cancers and medical problems So instead of 

wearing pink And walking a few miles To help a charity/society Look for a cure While we 

should be Wearing camouflage While we march and fight for your freedom Against Our 

Masters Who are deliberately giving us these diseases You Don’t Want Vaccines You want 

your body To have a strong immune system Because That’s what keeps YOU healthy And 

besides “These Idiots’ Even told us They’d use these drugs “AGAINST US” OMG! WTF! 

Here go my exaggerations again I KNOW There Would Be No More Cancers If We Stop 

Taking Vaccines Etc No more this No more that No more nada We should make a stand Go 

after Mr. Gates And his money No More Buying Anything Or Taking Money From Him 

Boycott those Who feed us death Boycott the filth Who ‘cover up’ the lies of danger-drugs 

And shame on Mr. Foxx For spewing ‘get back at whitey’ racism When Bill is allowed to 

go to Africa Where he is killing millions of black baby’s Because ‘HE’S better then them’ 

 

The Masters are determined to die making the world a better place for themselves, And 

apart from the dark practices and inequality views about the rest of us, I’m determined to 

do the same for world peace, But I’d love to go swinging fighting for good and our equal 

rights, there is a better way to a New World Order than by endless WARS or big deals in 

the world bank, there’s a better world for all of us, but there plan is only for themselves, 

90% of us are supposed to die off, something our gov’t has been a part of the plan too, 

they’ve always, in my lifetime, followed a plan determined by others, and the news is them, 

it’s all a big shame, the rep and dem battle, there is a plan bigger then them, have any of 

them stood up for our rights, have any screamed at the Pres for going around our RULE of 

law, sure he’s a lib and goodie-feelie, I liked him too, but he opened the door to future 

doucebags to do the same, go after our rights, with no accountability, ripe for the dictators  

 

The hypocrite of the year award Goes to “Those who are against gay marriage” They will 

Fight and complain like hell When they think People are hindering Or going against their 

religion IN ANY WAY But They Are Hindering Others Religious Views (in the old days 

Any activity was a practiced religion) These are FREE people Living in a FREE America 

Being Screwed By Those Who Claim This Country Was Founded On Religious Freedom  

 

The masons Being involved in our county’s forming Only means that The powers of the 

secret societies FORMED our country And all of our freedoms were basically THEIR 

freedoms to Bilk Rule and Steel from free people The men who thought they had just won 

their freedom They did But now It’s the ‘Secret Societies Freedom’ and You will always be 

subject to it The masons are mostly for advancing their brothers They don’t know of run 

anything anymore it’s basically a social club The Masters didn’t want to give too much 

power to Americans though As you can see now Americans don’t really run anything The 

‘others’ do 

 



All you Hollywooders and popular musicians need to understand that the illuminati that 

you belong to IS part of the same secret societies that are ruining our freedoms so if you get 

pissed at THE MAN just realize YOU ARE THE MAN cause you give it power… so 

basically F U you F’n sellouts One day ALL our people will be killed While you play on 

NO you ain’t cool YES you are stupid You’re the worst thing since enslaving free people 

You’ve turned your back on your roots And you’re apposing the streets That you claim 

 

Popes drove the church But they never followed it Their only praise was Gold Debauchery 

 

All of the higher up’s involved with the new world order come with built in darksideness, 

They do prey, upon the _people_ they rule, we must not have rulers based in how much 

they can control the people, The need is for how much we can control our selves in order to 

remain free as a society.  

 

Iran? You know why the Muslims hate us right? We’ve, Christians and Jews have been 

trying to take over there stuff since forever, That is why they set it up like that I guess this 

is why we put “OUR’ guys, the extremist Muslims, in power instead of the Shaw, We need 

another war to lock in world into a new world order. But we’ll still fight and all us assholes 

and we’ll die, you’ve been at this for ever already, it’s time the people lead with the help of 

technocrats (everyone else) for all of us. We can do this. Come on moms and teachers, 

come on. 

 

On tv They teach you that No body is able to be any of these ‘cool’ people But we try 

Because it gives us an act to follow So they And now us Are acting out realities opposite 

 

Get off the couch and Finish this WAR before the first battle begins This one ends bad 

 

For 5 years I was a Rush loving conservative He does indeed lead A GOOD people down a 

false road I was crushed when I finally saw around him And I’ll still Never watch msm 

 

“You can be a dead hero or a living coward? I’m guessing that’s what it took to get the 

politicians, main stream media, big corporations, talk show host and the bankers to get 

them to become part of the nwo. I’d hate to think that they have become ‘traitors of 

mankind’ for the money. Or, so ‘they and there’s’ can have a comfortable life, living for 

now and then only hoping that the ‘powers that be’ won’t stiff them when the vaults doors 

close and the world as we know it comes into a new dark age. An age of the real ‘have’s 

and have not’. An age of the power elite and the servants. One day there won’t be an 

opportunity to become a ‘have’. THEY the nwo elites are the ‘HAVE’s’. Very few of the 

‘sellouts and/or helpers’ will become the middleclass (a meaningless existence). And the 

rest of us will, over time, will be genetically engineered into pacified slaves. So, where do 

you and your family fit into that equation? 

 

Money corrupts any gov’t, alliances will always be broken, Look how early it was for us 

when The Masters kicked the Indians and Mexicans asses and took their shit, I’m 

proposing a new program, under a new wing of the NEWLY established U.N., That no 

country will ever overtake another country from now on, like everyone, EVEN US!  



 

One line about builderburg These people don’t show up to talk about how to lead the world 

All those meetings are just a mixer with a speech Each attendee has a few visitors or Is a 

visitor to the others so THEY can go over the plan coming down from the tops on what to 

do in America They own everything else thru the law the higher hand shakers coded upon 

them BUSH will do as commanded They’ve always had you by the balls And it’s them at 

the top that passes new laws to have the peasants vote meaninglessly on They do what they 

want in an unaccountable secret society And they’ll always keep us divided EVER in their 

ideas of a NEW WORLD leave us always divided My new world order Is better They tell 

each news agency their direction and different points of the story I just told you the truth 

They get paid Like a lottery of regularity With enough distraction to keep you from the 

truth Sacrifice is needed to save yourselves from this prison Even the elites shouldn’t want 

this lie ‘Like magic blood Only real’ Evil keeps them in understanding from the masters 

makes them get That’s been the Serpently Anointed Role and THE MAIN secret 

throughout the societies That the RELIGIONS are made up To control And later blame on 

And GOD/history was all just about their law to them too The top eye favors a evil 

connection for their God The root of all evil is Money and blood lust and they pray for/to 

both Once gold is worthless we wont need elitist families of kings WE DON’T NEED THE 

MONOPOLY WE ARE THE PEOPLOPOLY Of One World Village The civil war wasn’t 

as much about slavery as it was with the money families burning the crops of Proud and 

Free Americans Thank you my brothers in the south for almost getting our country back 

from the Evil Doers We also forgive you for the slavery cause GOD knows none of us 

should really want to treat someone like that We were patsies for n W o cruelty The 

American businessman didn’t beat his slaves And he didn’t want to slaughter Indians either 

And it was you who killed Lincoln so confidently to bring into A new neutral But divided 

Washington Our 13
th

 President was of secret descent and so was every president since They 

are all related to the kings that hung people upside down in Romania  Rightful Dutiful King 

Jr. God for the People to Worship and get Ruled Well lets make up some new to the times 

rules Starting with all these freedoms we’re gunna have  

 

I can also admit that in order to sometimes win in life, and then sometimes to just pay bills 

every month; there were other avenue’s that I traveled to get by. Because when mommy’s 

calling for milk, only a fool doesn’t do anything about it. They say “a mans gotta do, what 

a man’s gotta do” in a negative tone for a reason, it’s not our first choice, sometimes it’s 

our only choice. And I’m not talking about you regular criminals, Grow the fuck up and get 

a job, I’m talking about men who are forced to do things they wouldn’t regularly do, to live 

 

This is how some people from other country’s think about America, Our county’s build it, 

our people worked and help make US what we are, I agree with them, my America like 

your America came from somewhere else, our ancestors build this country, from the 

natives to us, Have we become so cocky that we think we did this ourselves, I really 

haven’t accomplished anything in my life, that I haven’t failed at later our ancestors have 

done everything, and America owes them their respect for other country’s,  

I know a few Iranians, and an Iraqi, they are all great people, family oriented and prideful. 

 



If there is a ww3, it was caused by the new world order leading us Americans, we have to 

take our fault, even though we were not at the helms, America was tricked into this, Even if 

we are part of the plan, just remember it was Others Peoples Plan first, I’d like to know 

what solution your going after when they are working out our lifes plan, Can I see my part 

of the plan please, can my brother and sisters see what happens once all the plans ‘pay out’? 

 

I believe, because I know, that Hitler was a puppet also, once by his promises, another from 

his debt collectors, three times for his ‘religions side’, fourth from a great national world 

gov’t scheme, and fifth to test a new type of society for the ages. There’s got to be a way to 

govern ourselves, I’m betting that if we were to loose some capitalism ideal’s we may still 

win the war for our freedoms, we have to give up one, and most the world aren’t going to 

let us have it all, they plan to take us over to get ride of it, they’re doing it now, Let’s do 

our best to keep a free republic, fuck capitalism, I tried many times, no avail, the system 

wasn’t built for an ambitious man anymore, it’s built to get a job, for the man, most times 

from another country, they’ve bought us out, we can’t beat them, only if we don’t join them, 

only .796% will be rich 

 

How you get saved by life is more like when you get to a point of a comfortable life and 

you get to feel ‘saved from the gutter and blessed beyond belief’,  

 

Where would the class struggle be if we we’re all on top or all on the bottom, I thing if we 

were all class free we could all be at the top, why does there have to be a loser, 

 

Destroying terror with terror doesn’t work either, if you think about it, all we’re creating is 

more terrorist, maybe we should negotiate, its only with ourselves, what would it hurt? 

 

I thought my dad was the stupidest man ever, when I was age 5-11 I used to cry over him 

not being ‘saved’, Now I can see that my dad is full of the God, love, and life energy, a 

direct comnection to a spiritual life, he savored it’s fruits, and golf was his most enjoyed 

religion. But he was still the stupidest man ever.. He had ONE conclusion about everything 

and he had limited himself into a defensive box of nothing making sense, that’s what 

happens when you don’t use every angle of understanding before you make up your mind 

about something, someone stronger than you said ‘he partner I love red, and now you say 

red is my favorite color and if they say anything bad about your color your like ‘hey partner 

we got a problem’, Does red really have to be your favorite can’t you look at all the other 

ideas we have here in a community of free thinkers, but your not ever considering, this is 

closed off , you have let your best friend, you, make you a dunce.  

 

once you get a taste of a free America, it’s something that cannot be given up, please join 

our 99%,   

 

One thing that tore a lot, was the exaggeration between the two distinct political parties, 

they’re keeping us busy with it all so you’ll stay on your side and not want for something 

better, Do you want to vote for someone who has never changed their mind either, don’t 

make your mind up so much you loose the reality of what it means to others, we can meet 

half way, except for when they are keeping us divided, and plotted on, then conquered.    



 

Think of me as your crazy uncle who think he can best be president of the united states, the 

only difference between me and the politicians is I’m on every bodies side, They’ve done 

crooked deals and I’ve acted irresponsibly running my business, in that aspect alone I’m 

renouncing my bid for the Presidency, even though I’d be the best at it cause I’ve admitted 

to it and changed how I act now; I’m extreme right wing, liberal as left can be, 50% 

moderate and know that something can be done. Something can really happen if we  better 

then how we are doing it and that doesn’t impact our freedom and rights 

Our Terrorist scare should be cut in half, they are used in the plan lead out for us, I’m sure 

real ones exist, if I had come from their shoes I’d be a terrorist too. Family is important, but 

anyone can become close enough to act as a Family, 

 

I’ve been around the world and I can see they are discontent with Americans, or the 

American imperialist, but it is not us your upset with, we have been led here by your 

leaders, the same bank owned leaders that you have, we were just blinded by the news, in a 

left right struggle, which didn’t exist in a political society that has already made allegiances 

with the other guys banks and secret leaders , also owned-started by someone in your 

country, we are all being to be made slaves aren’t we? We are on your side to for freedom, 

after all we all are YOU, You are where we are from, no exact names necessary, the unites 

states belongs to the entire world, as it is one that comes from freedom, we should take 

more management of coming up with a world gov’t, by the people, Are our needs being 

met Mr. President or are you even allowed choices, Do you now what’s in store for 

everyday Americans, we entrusted-believed that you’ll to do right, Can you please do the 

right and insure freedom. Not from a created and then used against us, a terrorist scare, but 

from a feel scare, an unwittingly denied access to the plans of letting us get taken over by 

The already established for 2000 years, The New World Order. The real, on offence, 

people who want to rule over freedoms. Not out of goodness and order, but out of 

debauchery, Elite and subjects, And the rich think they’re great because of wealth, they 

were smart, they stole everything from us didn’t they, but it looks like there’s no money 

doesn’t it, it’s somewhere, it’s all there’s, it’s they’re power, If you want a free earth, end 

money. End trade. End fencing out-in the masses, End the need to have us protest you, set 

us free and give us a perfect society that guarantee’s that. We also want to be able to praise 

anything we want, I’m going to make seeing movies one of my most followed religions, 

We should all have a choice to establish our own individual beliefs, religions for every 

factor in our lives, one of my religions is to appreciate paperclip over stapler, or 

comnections to either or not, God,  ,  

 

I mostly have followed Christianity and We All knew that a connection happened at church 

to the people but God is a little more personal that just comnecting in an hour service, or 

from an ancient boo of someone else’s interpretation or God, I’m in constant comtact, and 

IT does give me pieces to my puzzles, If I’m quiet enough to notice then.  

 

The current presidents religion, I know that, it’s easy to see if you look, he’s occultist like 

the rest of our leader’s, he has been practicing, a secret life. Among others, lol. But it’s ok, 

in a new world, ‘that’ too can be a religion, you won’t be allowed to kill anyone though..  

 



If you believe in Reincarnation, do you really want to come back 99.314% as serfs,  

 

If it’s the aliens (native reptiles) that we have to deal with at the top of the ladder, here’s 

my deal, you can have ALL the gold or whatever you need to exist, and if we do try to 

come together prepare for the future, to save it from destruction, we do it honestly, that’s IT.  

 

Police, Deputies, National Guard it is your responsibility to protect the citizens and one of 

our freedoms is to get rid of the constitution and remake a new one. TRUTH The united 

states is one corporation, owned by all of the people, we have a dummy account set up with 

the outside banks that they own our debts, our lives, but WE the Actual WE, own the 

U.S.A. and I think as all owners we should stop paying for anything and take some of the 

fight away from the outside world powers that want to lead the world under a foreign flag. 

 

We declare that everything in the US of A is ours and we are the owners, and we will 

figure a way to look at all our real debts, but as of now, we are free, we don’t cause this 

debt, we work for each other and we retire, healthy, satisfied, comfortable. Everyone. 

 

I’m sorry to be writing Revelations chapter first but, I promise to keep typing up my 

written works, 20+years, and it will be a treat to read how my life flowed to this.  

 

See the nW o does have a lot of grey area’s on how it’s going to play out, and there will be 

blood before they do, They don’t have a plan for how to start the end that doesn’t include 

the extinction of an entire region of earth and the final retribution, the policing of and 

disarmament of the free citizens of Unites States of America, 

 

It’s not like the new world order isn’t coming to get us, so we shouldn’t worry and the 

news should cover it up to make us comfortable, but they are not coming, they are leading, 

a path, a planned destruction of the u.s. anXXXXXXXXX???d a technocrat-socialist police 

state where the money holders, banks and large corp’s are the only ones that will be 

allowed wealth and the middle class will be the gov’t workers and the rest will be locked in 

slaves. America isn’t like this, you won’t like this at all, it doesn’t have to be, you can win 

the freedom fight by not going along with, Do No violence, let our freedom fighters, we 

need to make sure and turn cops and military and officials into an freedom stance because 

they could get some messed up orders, fight with us for freedom, go to as high as rank as 

you can get and do a bass take over there as well, you have our permission with direct 

concern advisement. as owners of the U.S.A.   

 

We are through with you Religions, and conquerors, don’t you realize when they conquer 

us, you’ll go down easy?? Who knows how the hierarchy are to be distributed, bet obama 

gets nothing, he’s just the sales man and pen.  

 

A middle class will end and the new middle class will be the whores of the system and 

ultimately the money. There will be NO lower class, only all haves and no haves! 

 

I think it’s interesting that the UN condemns cloning But it’s also the agency that does it 

and then hides it  



 

We demand to know what your plan is with us, why are you leading us into this war, we 

know we’ll find out, that it is the banks and other world leaders are ‘wanting us-

blackmailing us?-or requiring us to do so’, as members of a U.N. where we have made 

pledges too, and we do hold the ring as king of the U.N., isn’t that right ‘my precious’, The 

U.N. knows it, The U.N. knows it, THEY know that it’s the same people setting up a war 

and each nation will have a patsy to blame or praise, The wars are being caused, there are 

plans at work being made, by someone other than your elected govt, These politicians are 

more like a shoot offs of another fraternity that brings in the rich and turns them into 

greedy hand shakers, These underlings are the worker bee’s, our politicians are only having 

to pick a side to get elected, but I feel most of them are middle and progressive thinking, if 

they don’t let religion run their life, But if we are being drug into a war, we want to know 

why, we have a constitution and it’s there to keep ANY PRESEDENT in control of himself, 

where is your outrage left? Are the ends justified by loosing our long fight over rights, just 

cause he promised not to use it on us, wtf?, he promised us a lot, I was a believer of change, 

we picked a good wolf, he still doesn’t have to hide it, where is your outrage left? It’s 

because they are both under the same general direction, there is a better way, they are told, 

Do they listen for freedom or possibilities, or are they just to keep the people’s minds 

diverted, , for national security and keeping to peace, Rep and Dem are to be used in the 

extremes, they consist of more to the real middle of the road, They know it doesn’t really 

matter, you are not voting for what you think your voting for, I fear it’s true, the British 

never have given up on owning us, and  Correction: it’s not ‘the Jews’, it’s the Zionist 

offensive line that’s staking all those points against us, But I’m afraid it’s all been a set up, 

it’s what was needed to gain control of the ‘US’ our American money and freedom, 

everybody said it had to happen they drove home the points that we were heading into the 

cloud of the new world order, hasn’t every president made our hand strong in this thing, 

maybe it’s time that “WE”, our TEAM, leads the idea that freedom is key to controlling 

people, where are our leaders who will speak for the Americans who treasure their freedom. 

If the world is alllllll bankrupt then it’s about time to cancel it all and go free of money, a 

perfect society is one of the first ones made here in the America, it’s the ________, 

everybody chips in toward a better life, everybody eats and has shelter, the leader are the 

most wise, but not there wont be any wars, EVER, no reason too, ain’t no money, If  obama 

leads the world into a war I’m hoping everyone will all stop using money and take all our 

gov’ts into a simple understanding, everything is ours, So we should all get turned into the 

new corporation republic as donations to the citizen owners of the world, Down with 

money. Satans greatest lie. 

 

A lot of people hate the imperialist swine in America, but that’s just their countries news’s 

fault, you should be able to tell, that we have been driven by the same source that drives all 

our economies, we were just fortunate, we took advantage of a great opportunity, freedom 

is the opportunity that we have learned from, let’s keep it going. 

 

Can you think of any family or ‘feel good’ tv series that would be playing if the whole 

world entered into a enslaved n w o? 

 

Even the kkk was carefully crafted to separate us, their leaders were, guess who.. N W O 



 

There are ignorant men who preach about pure blood this and family lineage that, they get 

this false pride about themselves from their masters who have lied to them in order to 

present them with a ‘drive’ they couldn’t have come up with for them selves, it’s totally 

meaningless. You can see them smirk when they say that God made all men equal, they 

actually believe they are better then someone else because of breeding. The funny part, and 

one of your legs to stand on is the fact that their ‘masters’ are of a mixed human - reptile 

breed. It’s another divide and conquer technique, one of the first known to man kind, where 

each tribe and race is to believe that they are better then the other, most of them know they 

aren’t any more pure but it gives them reason to be cruel and preach cruelty. When they see 

our disbelief and misunderstanding of their ‘ideas of greatness’ all they can say is the 

classic excuse, “they are jealous”; well we are not jealous, we’re simply laughing at your 

stupidity, because we can see it in your eyes that even you don’t believe what you preach. 

If you hear from their words that any man is better for any reason, this man has no use in a 

free society, let him wait silently as an outcast until his death, let ignorance pass into 

darkness, for everyman is flawed but no man is greater then the most flawed. PEACE! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


